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Corpus output: key terms

Introduction
YouTube has started to play an
important role in religious teaching,
with
Islamic
preaching
on
YouTube becoming a popular
phenomenon
among
Muslim
communities.
Van Noppen (2015) suggests that
oral ritual activities such as praying
and preaching are primarily
linguistic behaviours which can be
analysed by speech act theory. This
project aims to investigate how
these preachers deliver advice to
their audience. To do so, I decided
to use corpus linguistics as a
methodology and so have a
systematically compiled corpus of
English Islamic preaching.

Corpus linguistics as method

Corpus linguistics is an essential
method for investigating naturally
occurring language (Gardner 2009:
449).
Three advantages of using this method:
1. It can help identify frequency and
usage trends of speech acts.
2. It allows us to investigate linguistic
features, grammatical structure and
discourse patterns
3. It provides information on the situation, the topic and the context

(McAllister 2015: 29-30).
See 2 sample outputs - key terms and
should concordance.
Corpus output: concordance of should

Composition of corpus
Sermons of ten male and ten
female global preachers were
chosen on the topic of family.
Sermons were transcribed from
YouTube.
The
transcription
results were saved, then mistakes
and misspellings were corrected
manually.
The files were uploaded to Sketch
Engine for analysis. The texts will
be analysed qualitatively using
pragmatics analysis and analysed
quantitively using corpus tool
software.
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